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NATURAL COSMETICS THAT CONTAIN CAVIAR
Caviar has extraordinary anti-aging properties 

with revitalizing effects similar to lifting.



RESTRUCTURING CAVIAR FACE CLEANSING MILK
A gentle fluid emulsion, thanks to its formula based on very pure Caviar in synergy with precious 
extracts of Nymphea, Sweet Almond Oil, Grapeseed Oil and Borage Oil, Hyaluronic acid and 
Lipoic Acid, Panthenol (Vitamin B5), Tocopherol (Vitamin E) and other high quality skin-friendly 
components, it removes every trace of make-up and superficial impurities in the full respect of the 
physiological pH of the skin.

Directions for use
Take a small amount of product and massage it over the wet face, eyes and neck. Rinse off with 
plenty of warm water. Continue with your usual beauty ritual.



FACE CREAM WITH CAVIAR AND SILK
A delicate and rich emulsion, thanks to its formula based on very pure Caviar in synergy with 
precious extracts of peptides, Silk proteins, Cyclodextrins, Vitamin B5, Vitamin E and other fine skin-
friendly components. It has an anti-ageing, skin-repairing, elasticizing, replumping and illuminating 
action.

Directions for use
Take a small amount of Caviar Restructuring Cream and put it in the palm of your hand, Mix one or 
two drops of Caviar Restructuring Face Serum in the cream depending on the moisturizing needs 
of your skin. Distribute the result all over your face, including eyes and neck. Apply morning and 
evening immediately after thorough cleansing on dry skin.



FACE SERUM WITH CAVIAR AND LOTUS BLOSSOM
A gellified solution, based on very pure Caviar in synergy with precious extracts of Lotus Blossom, 
Macadamia oil, Peptides, Elastin, Collagen and other high quality skin-friendly components, it has 
an anti-ageing, skin-repairing elasticizing, replumping and brightening action.

Directions for use
Take a small amount of the Caviar restructuring cream and put it in the palm of your hand, Mix 
one of two drops of the Restructuring Caviar Serum into the cream, according to the needs of 
moisturization of your skin. Distribute the result all over the face, neck and eyes included. Where 
there are situations of particular dehydration or signs of stress (eye contour area, lip contour and 
neck), add a few drops of pure serum directly on to the area concerned, massaging until completely 
absorbed. Apply morning and evening, immediately after thorough cleansing, on clean and dry 
skin.



CAVIAR FACE MASK
A fabric face mask soaked in a concentrated gel solution based on very pure Caviar in synergy 
with precious extracts of Elder, Sweet Almond oil, peptides, Elastin, Silk proteins, Cyclodextrins, 
Hyaluronic Acid, Collagen and other high quality skin-friendly components, it offers an effective 
anti-ageing treatment.

Directions for use
Apply the soaked mask on to the face and neck after removing make-up and cleansing. Leave to act 
until the non-woven fabric mask is perfectly dry, then remove it and massage the product remaining 
on the skin with a slow circular movement until absorbed. No need to rinse.



CAVIAR RESTRUCTURING FACE OIL
Extraordinary massage oil that gives the skin an immediate lifting effect.

Directions for use
3/4 drops if used alone or 1/2 drops if mixed with the cream.
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